SERVICE OVERVIEW

Cloud Computing
Why Cloud Computing?
• No CapEx. Receive cutting-edge,
scalable technologies and services
without capital investments. There’s
no expensive hardware to buy and no
worries of technological obsolescence.
• Scalable. Easily expand or contract
to accommodate seasonal peaks and
valleys, and augment as your business
grows.

XO Communications provides cloud solutions that enable
businesses to be more agile while controlling costs and
reducing infrastructure support risks.
Reduce costs while also increasing reliability, scalability, performance and security
in a high-availability, business-critical hosting environment. From enterprise-class
cloud infrastructure services that provide the best qualities of the public cloud to
cloud storage with its safe and secure placement, storage and retrieval of data from
anywhere via the Internet, XO has a cloud computing solution to match your business
requirements. With XO Cloud Backup and Disaster Recovery, you can be prepared
when the unthinkable strikes with managed cloud-based or LAN-based backups and
24x7 disaster recovery support.

• Business Continuity / Disaster
Recovery. With XO Cloud Computing,
everything is in the cloud with
geographic, data center and
equipment redundancy.
• Simple. XO manages the cloud and
the network so you don’t have to.
Instead, you can focus on projects that
are core to your business operations.
• Self-Service Management.
XO solutions feature online portals,
keeping important information at your
fingertips.
• 24/7 Support, Robust SLAs. With XO,

Cloud Express
XO Cloud Express brings together the flexibility, availability and community of the
public cloud with enterprise levels of security, performance and control. With 100%
availability Service Level Agreements (SLAs), strong encryption, VLAN networking,
VPN and private network access support, role-based administrative controls and
an open API, XO’s hosting solutions are ready to address any enterprise concern.
XO Cloud Servers, our cloud-based computing service, can be linked by XO Cloud
Networks, our customer-controlled network configuration services. Customers
can configure VLANs between servers, configure ACL-based firewalls and manage
administrative usage. Data is encrypted at rest and while being transferred. Rather
than implementing our network security on top of our virtualized servers, XO Cloud
Networks is a truly network-based implementation running within our Cisco switching
fabric. Customers manage and configure XO Cloud Networks via the web-based XO
Cloud Express Portal or Open API.

you can count on robust SLAs, but
should you require assistance, experts
are ready to help, 24/7.

Cloud Backup And Disaster Recovery
With XO Cloud Backup and Disaster Recovery services, you can store and protect
your data in our ironclad cloud, and access it as needed—safely, efficiently, and easily,
directly through the Internet, without additional capital or IT expenses. Cloud Backup
and Disaster Recovery Service is a managed service that enables you to rapidly
recover your mission-critical data and systems in our cloud after a disaster. Recovery
times are minimal and backed up with 4-, 24- or 48-hour SLA options. Trust XO Cloud
Disaster Recovery specialists to manage it all—from disaster recovery planning and
testing through the execution of actual recovery processes. All you need is an Internet
connection to remotely access your recovered systems and data in our secure,
purpose-built cloud.
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Cloud Files Express
Securely store and retrieve any amount of data, at anytime, from anywhere on the
web. XO Cloud Files Express provides an API-based file storage solution designed to
allow secure storage and retrieval of data from anywhere with Internet connectivity.
Files are securely stored in an encrypted format and are accessible via SSL-encrypted
API calls, as well as by web browser. Customers can create multiple storage accounts,
each with its own administrative password, allowing the creation of isolated file stores.
Each account can be configured to store up to 10 TB of data. XO Cloud Files Express
is hosted in one of the XO Communications’ top-tier networks.
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XO Communications is a leading nationwide provider of advanced communications, managed
network and IT infrastructure services for business, large enterprise and wholesale customers. These
customers include more than half of the Fortune 500, in addition to leading cable, mobile wireless and
domestic and international telecommunications companies. XO offers a superior customer experience
through its innovative data and IP solutions, its employees’ focus on customers and the proven
performance of its advanced network.
To learn more about XO Communications, visit www.xo.com or blog.xo.com. XO Communications is
also on Twitter, YouTube, Facebook and LinkedIn.
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